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Abstract. The current paper will take the first stab in developing a high implementation of Multi-Party Protocol (MPC) using a searchable encryption scheme with steganographic structure hidden in multiple types of files. We formalize our results in a MpCSES (Multi-party Computation with Searchable Encryption Scheme), a tool-assisted framework for building a high-confidence cryptographic proof of our scheme. The case study that we have chosen to explain

1. Introduction

Cloud storage and file servers with Network Attached Storage (NAS) solutions are becoming increasingly popular and quite economically, being very attractive for users and companies who are dealing with large volumes of data. In a distributed system (e.g. cloud), the users are encrypting the data before uploading it to the cloud. In this case, the encryption process destroys the structure of the data and before processing the data needs to be decrypted. In order to repair this dilemma, searchable encryption is coming to help us [23], [24], [26]. Symmetric Searchable Encryption (SSE) doesn’t protect only the confidentiality of the data but also allows to search over encrypted data without being necessary the decryption of them. The schemes based on symmetric searchable encryption are more efficient compared with other cryptographic methods such as oblivious RAM (ORAM) which push the computational limits on the edge [20], [15].

A very important aspect is represented by the two new security notions which can be found entitled as forward and backward privacy. To handle the leakages reminded previously, forward and backward privacy were firstly proposed in 2014 in the work [21].

For any adversary that is trying to observe the interaction between the server and the client, the forward privacy will be satisfied if an addition of new files will not have any kind of leakage of any information about previous query keywords. Backward privacy will occur if the files that were added previously and later they were deleted doesn’t leak excessively knowledge into an amount period of time in which two search queries took place based on the same keyword. Bost [16] proposed forward privacy and created a DSSE system that resists to attacks based on injectiong files [17]. Later, Zuo et al. [13] improved the system in order to support queries with ranges.

Bost et al. [14] defined recently in one of his workpapers three types of backward privacy, starting with a stronger form up to a weaker form, as follows:
• **Type-I** - Backward privacy based on the pattern for file inserting. Let us take into consideration a keyword \( w \) and the amount of time passing between two consecutive searches of the keyword \( w \). The type-I of backward privacy reveals knowledges about the time of inserting new files which include \( w \) and the number of update operations.

• **Type-II** - Backward privacy based on the pattern for file updating. This type will leaks when all updates and also deletion related to \( w \) will take place.

• **Type-III** - Weak backward privacy. This type will reveal knowledge in the moment in which a previous operation of adding a file was repealed by a specific operation of file deleting.

**Paper structure.** The paper is structured as follows:

- **Section 1 - Introduction.** The section gives a brief introduction in the field of Multi-Party Computation and Searchable Encryption Schemes, helping us to see exactly were we can place the current research and which are the benefits that can be gained.

- **Section 2 - Related work.** The objective of the section is to create a guide of all the notations in order to help the reader to follow in a easy and practical manner the current research paper.

- **Section 3 - The proposed scheme.** A brief start-of-the art of the most important researches from 2016 to 2019 are presented, pointing out the advantages of the research conducted by the authors. The section is focusing on Searchable Encryption and Multi-Party Computation Protocols.

- **Section 4 - Conclusions and Future Research Directions.** The section will describe briefly the scheme and its components. Security and correctness proofs are discussed. Each step of the schemes is deeply analysed by giving all the necessary elements to understand theoretical side and easy to follow if the scheme will be deployed by the reader in a real environment.

**Our contributions.** Our paper will introduce a Multi-party protocol based on searchable encryption, with a trapdoor adjusted to take and work over steganographic objects. The main goals proposed in this paper are:

1. Defining a multi-party protocol based on searchable encryption mechanisms;
2. Defining a searchable encryption scheme based on security parameter from the multi-party protocol and steganographic objects with respect for:
   - Defining a trapdoor function and adjusting it to receive steganographic objects with encrypted values and to operate with them;
   - Defining a search function that is able to search over a trapdoor using the security parameter \( \lambda \);
   - Discussing and demonstrate the proof of correctness and proof of security.
3. Designing and implementing an algorithm for generating user identifier based on user name, personal unique identifier, and date of birth. The output of the algorithm will be a user identifier which is based on the three elements mentioned above.

**2. Related work**

2.1. **Searchable Encryption.**

Searchable encryption consist in the process of searching over encrypted data that are located on a trusted/untrusted server or cloud without being necessary to decrypt the data [22].

In 2000 Song et al. proposed an idea which solved the issue of searching encrypted data. Bosch et al [18] give a very intersting examination of the techniques used by searchable encryption, techniques such as: Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE), Public Key with Keyword Search (PEKS), Identity-Based Encryption (IBE), Hidden Vector Encryption (HVE), Predicate Encryption (PE), and Inner Product Encryption (IPE). Later, recent study [19] showed that Multi-keyword Rank Searchable Encryption (MRSE) is a new searchable encryption key.

Recently studies focused on Dynamic Searchable Encryption (DSE), such as [1], [2]. In [1], Zuo et al. discuss about Dynamic Searchable Symmetric Encryption (DSSE) based on a simple symmetric encryption that contains the addition operation with homomorphic properties and bitmap index
method. Blomer and Loken [2] introduce a dynamic searchable encryption scheme based on access control focusing on features such as fine-grained access control for searching the results, as well on controlling the access on operations such as adding documents to the document collection. The construction proposed by Bakas [3] supports a multi-client model, in the way that every user will hold a secret key used for performing search queries. Wang et al. [4] propose a very interesting approach based on encrypted index which will allows them to have queries for a sequence of keywords, by introducing an update for DSSE to support range query.

Starting with 2018, we have seen a trend on adopting Attribute-Based Encryption within a Searchable Encryption scheme with the goal of having a flexible data sharing. A first step in this direction represents the effort of Antonis Michalas in [8]. In [9], Lai et al., proposed HVE scheme which utilizes effective symmetric-key building blocks in order to eliminate completely operations that involve the elliptic curves.

Guaranteeing security in searchable encryption schemes represents a critical aspect and it need to taken into consideration when such schemes are designed, especially on designing trapdoors functions. In [10], the authors introduces a novel inference attack targeting the traditional databases (namely, relational ones) that are secured via SSE schemes. The attack proposed lets a passive adversary to retrieve the names of the attribute included in certain detected queries. Note that the adversary learns just a few characteristics about the information of the meta-data.

2.2. Multi-Party Computation Protocols
Multiparty Computation enables n untruthfull parties to compute on an agreed upon function using some private inputs $x_i$.

In [5] the authors are taking the first step in developing high-assurance implementation in Proactive Multi-Party Computation - P(MPC). Shlomovits et al. [6] propose a ShareLock framework that represents a concrete tool for privacy increasing for cryptographic currencies and it can be deployed on nowadays specific networks for cryptocurrency. In [7] the authors propose a secure-MPC protocol in plain model composed out of four round which achieves security against any dishonest majority. The existence of four rounds specific to oblivious transfer represents the security of the protocol.

A very interesting approach of MPC is the one with fully homomorphic encryption. An important step to this has been done in 2018 in [11] in which Li et al. propose a decryption process (providing a very good example of distributed decryption) that can be implemented for each user that is participating in an independent manner, and also reducing the number of interactions that characterize the users during a communication process and that are finding themselves in the decryption process.

In [12], the authors are introducing for the first time a truly practical full threshold ECDS signing protocol which is based on both, fast signing and fast key distribution. With this, the authors are resolving an important problem, opened for many years. With their results obtained, we can see that a series of applied uses of threshold ECDSA signature are opened and they are very demanding nowadays.

Our current paper, presents the first attemptive of a MPC protocol with searchable encryption capabilities, trying to solve an old open problem.

3. The Proposed Scheme
Our scheme (see Figure 1) is composed from three components: multi-party protocol, searchable encryption scheme, and trapdoor and steganography scheme. The files are stored on the server side and each file (text, audio, video) has an steganographic object hidden, see Section 3.3.

Component 1 – Multi-Party Protocol
The role of the multi-party protocol (see Section 3.1) is to make sure through a trusted party that all the parties (including the server side) doesn’t have access directly on the data that is exchanged between the parties and the server. Each party will store a private value $x_i$ and all the parties will
compute an agreed and defined function. When the protocol will end its execution he will output a security parameter \( \theta \) which will be passed, further to the Searchable Encryption Scheme.

**Component 2 – Searchable Encryption Scheme**

The uniqueness of the searchable encryption scheme consist in Step 4 – GeneratingTrapdoor(secret\_key, keyword) and Step 5 - Search(Trapdoor\_keyword, \( \lambda \)). In Step 4, based on the secret key and keyword as parameters, the trapdoor is generated in such way that based on the secret key of an user, his files will be returned and the search can continue for a specific keyword.

**Component 3 – Steganography Scheme**

We started from the idea that a user has multiple types of files (text, audio, video). How a searchable encryption scheme will look like? For this we designed a steganographic object (see Section 3.3) which consist from two main elements, the user identifier and the keywords associated with that file. The extra ingredient on this elements is that they are encrypted before they are hidden in the files and once they are extracted they need to be decrypted. The encryption of the elements are done with AES and RSA algorithms.

Component 2 and 3 are included in the TP of the Multi-Party Protocol (see Figure 2).

3.1. Multi-Party Protocol

Let’s assume that we have \( m \) parties. Each party \( P_i \) will hold a private value \( x_i \) and all the parties will want to compute some agreed function:

\[
\text{sessmpc}(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m) = x_1 \cdot X^{m-1} + 2 \cdot x_2 \cdot X^{m-2} + \cdots + m \cdot X_m \cdot X^{m-m} \tag{1}
\]

For our case, we will start with a protocol which enables alike computation, that is correct. By first correctness it is clear: the calculated outcome resulted from the protocol is doubtlessly the correct value of \( \text{sessmpc}(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m) \).

The ideal functionality for computing function sessmpc:
\[ \text{sessmpc}: (\{0,1\}^* \times \{0,1\}^* \times R) \rightarrow (\{0,1\}^* \times \{0,1\}^*) \]  

where \( R \) represents the domain of the random inputs.

The protocol that we use for our scheme is the following:
1. get the input \( x_0 \) from \( P_0 \) and \( x_1 \) from \( P_1 \).
2. get the corrupt \( i \) message from the \( S, i \in \{2, ..., m\} \)
3. give \( x_i \) to \( S \).
4. get \( x_i' \) from \( S \).
5. computes \( (y_0, y_1) = f(x_{1}', x_{2}') \) where \( x_i' = x_i \) and \( x_{i-1}' = x_{i-1} \).
6. give \( y_i \) to \( S \).
7. get \( y_i' \) from \( S \).
8. when \( S \) says "move \( j \)" give \( y_j' \) to \( P_j \) where \( y_j' \) can be \( y_i' \) if \( i = j \) or \( y_i \) if \( i \neq j \).

Further, we will continue by defining the security.

**Definition 1** (Probability Ensemble). A probability ensemble represents an infinite sequence of distributions \( \Gamma = \{D_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \) where each of \( D_n \) represents a probability distribution. We will think about \( D_n \) as describing an experiment that has a security parameter dependent on \( n \).

**Definition 2.** The protocol, which is statistically indistinguishably, \( \pi \) will securely realize TP if \( \forall \text{PPT A} \exists \text{PPT S} \forall \text{PPT E} \) the ensembles
\[
\{ \text{Exec}_{\pi,S,E,n,z} \}_{n \in \mathbb{N}, z \in \{0,1\}^\text{poly(n)}}
\]
are indistinguishable, where \( \{ \text{Exec}_{\pi,A,E,n,z} \} \) represents the output of the Observer in the ideal model.

In our model \( \theta \in \mathbb{N} \) represents the security parameter which will be used as well in the searchable encryption scheme and \( z \in \{0,1\}^\text{poly(n)} \) represents the Observer input.

Our ideal model can be generalized to the case of multiparty computation. If we will allow the "corruption" message to take place in the beginning of the protocol running, such protocol will be called Static Corruption Model (SCM). If the "corruption" message will take place in each round of the model, then we have a Dynamic Corruption Model (DCM).

![Figure 2. The Ideal Model](image-url)
3.2. Multi-Party Protocol

Our searchable encryption scheme is a simple symmetric encryption that contains the addition operation with homomorphic properties $\Omega$. Such scheme consist of four algorithms: $\text{Setup}$, $\text{Enc}$, $\text{Dec}$, and $\text{Add}$. Each step is described bellow. In our searchable encryption scheme $\lambda$ is $\theta$ from Definition 2.

1. $n \leftarrow \text{Setup}(1^\lambda)$: Based on the security parameter, the $\text{Setup}$ algorithm will output a public parameter $n$. The parameter will have the following value $n = 2^l$ where $l$ represent the maximum number of files that the scheme is able to support.

2. $c \leftarrow \text{Enc}(\text{secret}_\text{key}, \text{message}, n)$: The $\text{Enc}$ algorithm will have as parameters: the message $m$, a public parameter $n$, and a random secret key ($\text{secret}_\text{key}$), $0 \leq sk < n$. Based on the parameters we will compute the ciphertext as $\text{ciphertext} = \text{secret}_\text{key} + \text{message} \mod n$, where $message$ is $0 \leq message < n$. We have to remember that for every encryption, the $\text{secret}_\text{key}$ needs to be stored, and it will be used only once.

3. $\text{GeneratingTrapdoor}(\text{secret}_\text{key}, \text{keyword})$: one of the most important component of our searchable encryption scheme consist in generating the trapdoor and guaranteeing its security. The user, who is the owner of the file(s) will generate the trapdoor according to the $\text{keyword}$, which is searched using the $\text{secret}_\text{key}$. The trapdoor $\text{Trapdoor}_\text{keyword}$ is sent to the user. The trapdoor itself is dependent on the secret key. In this case we have eliminated the possibility of online guessing the keyword. The trapdoor is defined as follows: $\text{Trapdoor}_\text{keyword} = H \cdot \text{keyword} + \text{secret}_\text{key}$, where $H : \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \{0,1\}^*$.

4. $\text{Search}(\text{Trapdoor}_\text{keyword}, \lambda)$: The scheme give the possibility for searchable encryption to use a trapdoor. To search a keyword, the user send the keyword to the server. On the server, the steganographic objects are extracted from the files and the values from the files are decrypted based on the $\lambda$. The files that mach the user identifier and keyword(s) are then returned to the user.

5. $\text{message} \leftarrow \text{Dec}(\text{secret}_\text{key}, \text{ciphertext}, n)$: For the ciphertext obtained, the public parameter $n$ and the $\text{secret}_\text{key}$, the message will be recovered by computing as $\text{message} = c - \text{secret}_\text{key} \mod n$.

6. $\hat{c} \leftarrow \text{Add}(c_0, c_1, n)$: We assume that we have two ciphertexts, $c_0$ and $c_1$, and the public parameter $n$, the algorithm will compute $\hat{c} = c_0 + c_1 \mod n$, where $c_0 \leftarrow \text{Enc}(\text{secret}_\text{key}_0, m_0, n) \leftarrow \text{Enc}(\text{secret}_\text{key}_1, m_1, n), \ n \leftarrow \text{Setup}(1^\lambda)$ and $0 \leq \text{secret}_\text{key}_0, \text{secret}_\text{key}_1 < n$.

One interesting challenging it will be obtaining a system recommendation and analytics in a big data environment [27]. This can be done in future as a research direction by extending the searchable encryption scheme and the MPC protocol by integrating also support for searching analytics and making recommendations based on them.

3.2.1 Proof of security [25]

We will state that $\Omega$ is (perfectly) secure if $\forall$ probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary, $A$, the advantage on their security game is negligible or if $n \leftarrow \text{Setup}(1^\lambda)$, the secret key ($0 \leq \text{secret}_\text{key} < n$) is kept secret and $A$ will choose $m_0, m_1$ where $0 \leq m_0$ and $m_1 < n$.

$$Adv^{P,P}_{\Omega,A}(\lambda) = |Pr[A(\text{Enc}(\text{secret}_\text{key}, \text{message}_0, n)) = 1] - Pr[A(\text{Enc}(\text{secret}_\text{key}, \text{message}_1, n))]| \leq \epsilon$$

(4)

Theorem 1. The scheme proposed in this article is perfectly secure.
3.2.2 Proof of correctness

For our scheme, the correctness consist in the sum of the two ciphertexts \( \hat{c} = c_0 + c_1 \mod n \) which will decrypts to \( message_0 + message_1 \mod n \) using the secret_key = secret_key_0 + secret_key_1 \mod n. This can be said as following as well:

\[
Dec(\text{secret_key}, \hat{c}, n) = \hat{c} - \text{secret_key} \mod n = message_0 + message_1 \mod n
\] (5)

As being said, this requirement is very easy to be checked.

We will choose the plaintext space \( M \), keystream space \( K \), assuming that \( K = |M| \), \( m \in [0, M - 1] \), \( c \in [0, M - 1] \). Set \( k^* = c - m(modM) \). Then:

\[
Prob_k \leftarrow K[Enc(k, m, M) = c] = Prob_k \leftarrow K[k + m = c(modM)] = Prob_k \leftarrow K[k = c - m(modM)] = Prob_{k-k}[k = k^*].
\]

For encryption and decryption algorithm of \( \Omega \), the secret key is used only once.

3.3. Steganographic object

The steganographic object (text file) that will be hidden in each of the user files contains two important elements: the encrypted values of the user identifier and of the keywords. The user identifier is generated as described in Section 3.4. The encryption of the values we have done it using RSA and/or AES algorithms. The privatekey is the secret_key from step 4.1 (see Figure 1).

The encrypted values will be stored as follows:

\[
Enc_{private_key}(UID) \# Enc_{private_key}(keyword_1) \% \ldots \% Enc_{private_key}(keyword_n)
\] (6)

In Equation 6 we can observe two special characters, # and %. The special characters are used as best practices and to separate the values between them and also they are very useful during the implementation of the algorithm.

![Steganographic Object](image)

**Figure 3. Steganographic Object**

3.3. Generating user unique identifier algorithm

The algorithm described in this section will help to set for each file its unique identifier. The unique identifier is designed and based on user name, personal unique identifier, and date of birth.

The below algorithm describes a different way of generating an identifier for the users. We choose a different approach compared to hash functions in order to avoid the difficulties that can be raised...
during the implementation process. This algorithm has been designed for experimental purpose. For specific string processing software applications, for example spell-checking, the hash table are less efficient than tries, finite automata or other array concepts (e.g. Judy arrays).

Each input parameter (user name, personal unique identifier, and date of birth) are represented by a small number of bits compared to a hash table, one may use the input directly as the index for an array of values. In this case we will have no collisions.

**Algorithm 1. User Unique Identifier Generating Algorithm**

1. **input**: `UserName (U_N)`, `personalUniqueIdentifier (PU_ID)`, `dateOfBirth (d_B)`
2. **output**: `uniqueIdentifier (u_ID)` for a given user

3. **method** `GenerateID(string userName, string UniqueID, Date dateObject)`
   4. format `dateOfBirth (d_B)` as "mmddyyyy"
   5. declare `u_id`
   6. `u_id ← empty string`
   7. **while** `u_id` IS empty OR `u_id` exist **do**
   8. declare `randomN`
   9. `randomN ← GenerateRandomNumber(0, 3000000)`
   10. declare `startEdge` and `endEdge`
   11. `startEdge ← randomN mod userName.length()`
   12. `endEdge ← (randomN + 4) mod userName.length()`
   13. **if** `endEdge > startEdge` **then**
   14. `userName ← userName.substring(startEdge, endEdge)`
   15. **else**
   16. `userName ← userName.substring(startEdge, userName.length() - 1) + userName.substring(0, endEdge)`
   17. **end if**
   18. `startEdge ← randomN mod UniqueID.length()`
   19. `endEdge ← (randomN + 4) mod UniqueID.length()`
   20. **if** `endEdge > startEdge` **then**
   21. `UniqueID ← UniqueID.substring(startEdge, endEdge)`
   22. **else**
   23. `UniqueID ← UniqueID.substring(startEdge, UniqueID.length() - 1) + UniqueID.substring(0, endEdge)`
   24. **end if**
   25. `startEdge ← randomN mod dateObject.length()`
   26. `endEdge ← (randomN + 2) mod dateObject.length()`
   27. **if** `endEdge > startEdge` **then**
   28. `dateObject ← dateObject.substring(startEdge, endEdge)`
   29. **else**
   30. `dateObject ← dateObject.substring(startEdge, userName.length() - 1) + dateObject.substring(0, endEdge)`
   31. **end if**
   32. declare `stringRow`
   33. declare `reversedString`
   34. declare `UID`

**Figure 4. The pseudocode for generating user unique identifier**

4. **Conclusions**

In this paper, we propose a multi-party protocol using searchable encryption and steganographic object. All goals proposed in Section 1 they have been fulfilled with success. Currently, our scheme supports single keyword queries.
For future research directions we have in mind the followings:
1. Implementation of the full multi-party protocol in a real environment;
2. Performing security attacks and games on the protocol;
3. Analysis backward and forward privacy and examines the leakages;
4. Improving the steganographic structure and adding support for more encryption algorithms.
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